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FROM CEREAL

MARKETER
TO SERIAL
ACQUIRER
JEFF DEKKO STILL HAS GRAND
AMBITIONS FOR WEALTH
ENHANCEMENT GROUP
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For Forrest Gump, life is like a box of
chocolates. For Wealth Enhancement
Group (WEG) chief executive Jeff
Dekko, building a winning RIA is like
selling a bowl of cereal.
‘In packaged goods, you have to make
sure you have good testing protocols in
really a continual dialogue with your
client base,’ says Dekko, a former
marketing executive at General Mills. ‘If
you miss that… you may destroy the
franchise you have, destroy the
promises that you made. You must have
this continual dialogue.’
Dekko worked for General Mills as a
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marketing manager from
minimum standard of
TOTAL NUMBER
OF EMPLOYEES
1989 to 1992 and was
service, professionalism,
responsible for leading a
and performance.
reformulation and
No one at WEG is
rebrand of Wheaties, ‘the
eating cereal all day,
breakfast of champions.’ It
Dekko explains, but the
was a fine line to tread, which
company has taken the old
involved lots of time spent with
General Mills protocol to heart.
product-tasting panels to make sure
‘It’s no different in terms of how we
that the company wasn’t making
think about clients today,’ Dekko says.
Wheaties’ taste unrecognizable.
‘We also do a tremendous amount of
Every time someone opens up a box
internal and external surveys. We want
of cereal, there’s an implicit trust that
to make sure we have that continual
they’re going to get the same product
dialogue going on. And then we also do
they’ve eaten before and will eat
it with our clients, as well, to make sure
again. At Plymouth, Minneapoliswe’re not taking for granted the
based WEG, which oversees about
promises we’ve made to them and make
$26bn in client assets, clients expect a
sure we continue to serve them well.’
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Dekko didn’t come into the
RIA industry until 2003. After
stints at water filter developer
Recovery Engineering and
software company Wizmo,
Dekko joined WEG – which then
managed just $600m in client assets
– as part of a small group of investors.
‘It wasn’t exactly a “storm-the-frontdoor” approach,’ says Dekko, who
provided a round of growth capital to
support the firm’s founders. ‘They were
practicing a team structure in an
industry that was a bit more
individualistic. I was really coming in as
an outside investor.’
A chance elevator ride with a
50-something couple early in his tenure
as chief executive gave Dekko the first
insight into the new world he had
stepped into.
‘One of the spouses says to the other:
“That’s the first time I’ve really
understood our financial situation,”’
Dekko recalls. ‘It was really powerful.
This couple had come in, they had sat
down with an advisor, they had shared
their financial situation and the
emotions around that and the
implications for them and their family…
I thought: “What a great thing to be
asked to come into peoples’ lives in a
part that’s very important.”’
That conversation gave Dekko
a sense of WEG’s animating
spirit and ideals as he
sought to expand the

AUM FOR EACH OF THE
PAST THREE YEARS

2020: $26bn+
2019: $15.5bn+
2018: $9.5bn+
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TOTAL NUMBER OF
CLIENTS FOR EACH OF THE
PAST THREE YEARS

2020: 23,000+
2019: 18,500+
2018: 15,000+

company’s geographic
footprint – and its
asset levels. WEG began
opening offices outside
of greater Minneapolis and
St. Paul, in areas across the
upper Midwest where the firm’s
radio broadcast reached listeners.
‘We started expanding and opening
offices because we had built up demand
there,’ Dekko says. ‘We took advantage
of that marketing halo we had created
and grew pretty nicely.’
A HELPING HAND
The company also attracted interest
from private equity investors.
WEG has been backed by three
different private equity firms since its
1997 founding: Norwest Equity Partners
(which bought into WEG in 2007 and
sold out of the company in 2015),
Lightyear Capital (which bought WEG
in 2015 and exited in 2019) and TA
Associates, WEG’s current backer.
Norwest cashed out Dekko’s coinvestors and set the firm on its path to
becoming the serial RIA acquirer it is
today. Near the end of Norwest’s hold
period, in 2013, WEG made its first RIA
acquisition: $300m Summit Wealth
Partners in Chicago. By the time Norwest
exited in 2015, WEG’s total client assets
had nearly doubled to $4.7bn from $2.4bn
at the time of its initial investment.
‘Norwest helped us build the
foundation of the firm,’ Dekko says. ‘We
started to add pretty significant talent.
Up to that point, I was running around
pretty much on my own.’
If you’re holding this magazine in
your hand, you’re probably well aware
of the fact that in recent years, WEG’s
deal machine is now operating at a
different power level. The firm has
revealed 22 RIA transactions since that
first deal with Summit, seven of which
came in the past year.
‘If you look at us historically, we’ve
been driven by organic growth through
our marketing activity,’ says Dekko, who
acknowledges that the firm came into
the M&A game later than other serial

RIA investors.
‘When we went into
[M&A], we wanted to
make sure that we had
built the platform and
the foundation such that
we could sustain it. We didn’t
want to be hobbying.’
Dekko credits Lightyear Capital – a
seasoned private equity firm that
currently backs RIA giants Cerity
Partners and Allworth Financial – with
helping institutionalize the firm’s M&A
process and supporting WEG as it
explored new sources of organic growth,
such as custodial referral programs.
‘Lightyear couldn’t have been a more
perfect group for us,’ Dekko says.
The company’s M&A strategy has
been focused on building what Dekko
calls ‘local scale’: beachheads in certain
areas of the country. So far, WEG has
built out fortresses in the upper
Midwest and in the Tri-State area
around New York.
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software and outsourced investing giant.
The firm’s latest key hires may bear
out some of TA Associates’ philosophy.
In the fall of 2020, WEG added
LOOKING FORWARD
Facebook executive A. Charles Thomas,
Dekko sees WEG approaching $40bn in
who specializes in artificial intelligence
assets by early 2022, but he doesn’t
and data analytics, to its board of
want to get there by buying firms
directors. The firm also hired Charles
anywhere and everywhere.
Schwab’s former retail business
‘We’ve gone into the
head, Terri Kallsen, as its
Northeast and worked our
chief operating officer.
NUMBER OF
way down into the
‘This isn’t about
OFFICES
Mid-Atlantic and Atlanta
revolution. I don’t believe
as well. We’re really
good companies have
working on the East
revolutions in what they
Coast,’ Dekko says. ‘A year
do because you have to
from now, I’d like to be
bring your whole
telling you about our success as
organization along, but I do
to how we’ve started on the West Coast
believe you have evolution,’ Dekko says.
and following that same strategy as
‘As we look at our current client set,
well. Ultimately, we want to build a
their digital requirements are not that
national firm.’
significant. But if you bring that age
But how will WEG endure when the
cohort down to 30-year-olds, who will
M&A market eventually slows? A clue
be our clients emerging in the next five
can be found through its newest
to 10 years, they have a much stronger
financial backer.
digital requirement to be served.’
TA Associates has a financial services
The tech-focused hires bring one of
background with a technological twist.
Dekko’s cereal lessons full circle.
The firm’s best-known portfolio company
‘What do your customers need? Find
in the RIA universe is Orion Advisor
out, and then make sure you’re well
positioned to serve them,’ he says. ◊
Solutions, the performance reporting
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